Within the framework of QCD light-cone sum rules (LCSR), we calculate the form factor for B→Dlν transitions with chiral current correlator. The resulting form factor depends on the distribution amplitude (DA) of the D-meson. We try to use three kinds of DA models of the D-meson. In the velocity transfer region 1.14 < y < 1.59, which renders the Operator Product Expansion (OPE) near light-cone x 2 = 0 go effectively, the yielding behavior of form factor is in agreement with that extracted from the data on B → Dlν, within the error. In the large recoil region 1.35 < y < 1.59, the results are observed consistent with those of perturbative QCD (pQCD). The presented calculation can play a bridge role connecting those from the lattice QCD, heavy quark symmetry and pQCD to have an all-around understanding of B→Dlν transitions. *
Introduction
Calculation of the form factors for semileptonic transitions of B mesons has been being a subject discussed intensely. Recently, it has been shown that the B → π transition form factor can be consistently analyzed by using the different approaches in the different q 2 regions [1, 2, 3, 4] . The perturbative QCD (pQCD) can be applied to the B → π form factor in the large recoil (small q 2 ) region and it is reliable when the involved energy scale is large enough [1] . The QCD light-cone sum rules (LCSR) can involve both the hard and soft contributions to the B → π form factor below q 2 ≃ 18 GeV 2 [2] . The lattice QCD simulations of the B → π transition form factor [3] are available only for the soft region q 2 > 15 GeV 2 , because of the restriction to the π energy smaller than the inverse lattice spacing. Thus the results from these three approaches might be complementary to each other. In Ref. [4] we recalculate the B → π form factor in the pQCD approach, with the transverse momentum dependence included for both the hard scattering part and the nonperturbative wave functions(of π and B) to get a more reliable pQCD result. By combining the results from these three methods we obtain a full understanding of the B → π transition form factor in its physical region 0 ≤ q 2 ≤ (M B − M π ) 2 ≃ 25 GeV 2 . Up to now, in comparison with heavy-to-light cases the calculations on heavy-toheavy transitions can be done only for a certain specific kinematical range, although there have been a lot of discussions in the literature. In the BSW model [5] , the relevant form factors at zero momentum transfer are expressed as an overlap of initial and final meson wave functions for which they take the solutions of the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation in a relativistic harmonic oscillator potential. Then one extrapolates the result at q 2 = 0 to the whole kinematical region assuming the nearest pole dominance. With the discovering of the heavy quark symmetry, the B→D form factor have been known better at zero recoil. This is because of the fact that in the heavy quark limit the resulting form factors -Isgur-Wise functions [6] at zero recoil are rigorously normalized. Including the leading symmetry breaking corrections, the deviation from this limit can be estimated at an order of a few percent due to Luke's theorem and therefore the value of the form factor at this point can be determined within a higher accuracy [7] . However, the dependence of the form factor on the velocity transfer y = v · v ′ (with v and v ′ being the velocities of the B and D mesons respectively) is difficult to get even in the leading order, in view of the arbitrary function σ(y) [8] which is introduced to simulate higher-resonances in the heavy quark effective theory (HQET). The lattice QCD, despite a rigorous nonperturbative approach, is just adequate to estimate the behavior of the form factors near the zero recoil [9] . Among the other approaches are the QCD sum rules and pQCD. Ref. [10] applies the traditional 3-point sum rule to calculate the form factor at zero momentum transfer. It is concluded in Ref. [11] that pQCD approach is applicable in the large recoil region and can give a consistent result with the experiment. It is necessary that there is a reliable estimate of B → D transition in the whole kinematically accessible range 0 ≤ q 2 ≤ (M B −M D ) 2 ≃ 11.6 GeV 2 , in order to account for the data on B→Dlν. For this purpose, it is practical, as shown in B → π case, to combine the result of QCD LCSR with those from the lattice QCD, heavy quark symmetry and pQCD. The LCSR approach [12] , where the non-perturbative dynamics are effectively parameterized in so-called light-cone wave functions, is regarded as an effective tool to deal with heavy-to-light exclusive processes. Although the B→D transition in question is a heavy-to-heavy one, the c-quark is much lighter compared to b-quark and so discussing it with LCSR is plausible for the kinematical range where the OPE near light-cone x 2 = 0 is valid. The other problem with our practical calculation is that the higher twist DA's of D meson, which are important but less studied, would enter into the sum rule result. However, an effective approach [13] has been presented to avoid the pollution by some higher-twist DA's. This improved LSCR method uses a certain chiral current correlator as the starting point so that the relevant twist-3 wave functions make no contributions and the reliability of calculation can be enhanced to a large extend. Its applicability has been examined by a great deal of studies [2, 14] . In this paper we would like to employ the improved LCSR to discuss the form factor for the B→D transition and try to give a full understanding of QCD dynamics involved in the B → Dlν.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following Section we derive the LCSR for the form factor for B → D. A discussion of the DA models for the D-meson is given in section III. Section IV is devoted to the numerical analysis and comparison with other approaches. The last section is reserved for summary.
Derivation of LCSR for The B→D Form Factor
The B→D weak form factors f (q 2 ) andf (q 2 ) are usually defined as:
with q being the momentum transfer. On the other hand, when applying the heavy quark symmetry to do discussion the following definition is advisable,
If we neglect the masses of leptons in the decay final state of B→Dlν l , only f (q 2 ) is relevant and thus we can confine us to the discussion on f (q 2 ). Obviously, the following relation is observed between f (q 2 ) and h +(−) (y),
where
Using the heavy quark symmetry, the value of form factor F B→D (1) at zero recoil could be fixed better. Since in heavy quark limit h + (1) = 1 and h − (1) = 0, the form factor F B→D (1) should be close to 1. A systematic investigation gives F B→D (1) = 0.98 ± 0.07 [15] , with a less model dependence. This result is also confirmed with lattice calculations [9] . PQCD analyses are also made in the large recoil region y = 1.35 − 1.59, yielding a result consistent with the data. The LCSR calculation can help to understand F B→D (y) in the whole kinematical region in complementary to the lattice QCD with the heavy quark symmetry and pQCD approaches.
To achieve a LCSR estimate of F B→D (y), we follow [2] and use the following chiral current correlator Π µ (p, q):
In the first place, we discuss the hadronic representation for the correlator. This can be done by inserting the complete intermediate states with the same quantum numbers as the current operatorbi(1 + γ 5 )d. Isolating the pole contribution due to the lowest pseudoscalar B meson, we have the hadronic representation in the following:
Note that the intermediate states B H contain not only the pseudoscalar resonance of masses greater than m B , but also the scalar resonances with J P = 0 + , corresponding to the operatorbd. With Eq.(1) and the definition of the decay constant f B of the B-meson
and expressing the contributions of higher resonances and continuum states in a form of dispersion integration, the invariant amplitudes Π H andΠ H read,
andΠ
where the threshold parameter s 0 should be set near the squared mass of the lowest scalar B meson, the spectral densities ρ H (s) andρ H (s) can be approximated by invoking the quark-hadron duality ansatz
On the other hand, we need to calculate the corrector in QCD theory to obtain the desired sum rule result. In fact, there is an effective kinematical region which makes OPE
For the present purpose, it is sufficient to consider the invariant amplitude Π(q 2 , (p + q)
2 ) which contains the desired form factor. The leading contribution is derived easily by contracting the b−quark operators to a free propagator:
Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (4), we have the two-particle contribution to the correlator,
An important observation, as in Ref. [2] , is that only the leading non-local matrix element <D(p)|c(x)γ µ γ 5 d(0)|0> contributions to the correlator, while the nonlocal matrix elements <D(p)|c(x)iγ 5 d(0)|0> and <D(p)|c(x)σ µν γ 5 d(0)|0> whose leading terms are of twist 3, disappear from the sum rule. Proceeding to Eq. (11), we can expand the nonlocal matrix element
where ϕ D (u) is the twist-2 DA of D meson with u being the longitudinal momentum fraction carried by the c-quark, those DA's entering the higher-twist terms are of at least twist 4. The use of Eq.(12) yields
Invoking a correction term due to the interaction of the b quark with a background field gluon into (10), the three-particle contribution Π (qqg) µ is achievable. However, the practical calculation shows that the corresponding matrix element whose leading term is of twist 3 also vanishes. Thus, If we work to the twist-3 accuracy, only the leading twist DA ϕ D is needed to yield a LCSR prediction.
Furthermore, we carry out the subtraction procedure of the continuum spectrum, make the Borel transformations with respect to (p + q) 2 in the hadronic and the QCD expressions, and then equate them. Finally, from Eq.(3) follows the LCSR for F B→D (y), which is applicable to the velocity transfer region 1.14 < y < 1.59,
and p 2 = m 2 D has been used.
D-meson Distribution Amplitude
Now let's do a brief discussion on an important nonperturbative parameter appearing in the LCSR formula (14) , the leading twist DA of D-meson, ϕ D (x).
D-meson is composed of the heavy quark c and the light anti-quarkq. The longitudinal momentum distribution should be asymmetry and the peak of the distribution should be approximately at x ≃ 0.7. According to the definition in Eq. (12), ϕ D (x) satisfies the normalization condition
which is derived by the leptonic decay D → µν.
In the pQCD calculations [11] , a simple model (we call model I) is adopted as
which is based on the expansion of the Gegenbauer polynomials. Eq.(17) has a free parameter C d which ranges from 0 to 1. We will take C d = 0.7 as input. On the other hand, it was suggested in [16] that the light-cone wave function of the D-meson be taken as:
which is derived from the Brosky-Huang-Lepage(BHL) prescription [17] . ψ D (x, k ⊥ ) can be related to the DA by the definition
Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (19), we have a model of the DA(model II)
where the parameters A D and b D can be fixed by the normalization(16) and the probability of finding the |qq > Fock state in the D-meson, P D
As discussed in Ref. [16] , P D ≈ 0.8 is a good approximation for the D-meson (As we have checked, change of P D makes a numerical effect less than 2%). Then, taking P D ≈ 0.8,
−2 . Furthermore, as argued in Ref. [18] , a more complete form of the light-cone wave function should include the Melosh rotation effect in spin space:
with the Melosh factor,
It can be seen from Eq.(23) that χ D (x, k ⊥ ) → 1 as m c → ∞, since there is no spin interaction between the two quarks in the heavy-flavor meson, ie., the spin of the heavy constituent decouples from the gluon field, in the heavy quark limit [6] . However the c-quark is not heavy enough to neglect the Melosh factor. After integration over k ⊥ the full form of D meson DA can be achieved (model III): . In this paper we will employ the above three kinds of models to do numerical calculation. All these DA's of the D-meson are plotted in Fig.(1) for a comparison. It is shown that they are of similar shape and all of them exhibit a maximum at x ≃ 0.6 − 0.7 as expected.
Numerical Result and Discussion
Apart from the DA of D-meson, the decay constant of B-meson f B is among the important nonperturbative inputs. For consistency, we use the following corrector
to recalculate it in the two-point sum rules. The calculation should be limited to leading order in QCD, since the QCD radiative corrections to the sum rule for F B→D (y) are not taken into account. The value of the threshold parameter s parameter. The same procedure is performed for F B→D (y), resulting in different values of the threshold parameter s 0 . The result is listed in Tab.1. Choosing s 0 and s ′ 0 in this way, the dependence of f B and F B→D (y) on the Borel parameter is very weak and thus we can simply evaluate them at M 2 =M 2 = 15GeV 2 . The other input parameters are taken as m B = 5.279GeV, m D = 1.869GeV. As we have ignored all the radiation corrections, we don't expect our values of f B to be good predictions of that quantity.
With the parameters chosen, it is straightforward to calculate the form factor F B→D (y) in the region 1.14 < y < 1.59. The results with different sets of parameters are plotted in Fig.(2) , where only model II has been used for simplicity. It is shown that the change of parameters can induce a uncertainty of about 10 − 15% if we let m b vary between 4.75 − 4.85 GeV. By fitting the data, the behavior of F B→D (y) has been known using the parametrization 
corresponding to the linear and quadratic fits [19] , respectively. With the three DA models, the resulting dependence of F B→D (y) on the velocity transfer y, along with that extracted experimentally is illustrated in Fig.(3) . In what follows, we denote the LCSR results for the form factor by F LC B→D (y) and those extracted experimentally by F exp B→D (y). For comparison, a figure-copy which expresses the pQCD results in [11] is given in Fig.(4) . In the region to which the LCSR method is applicable, the central values of F LC B→D (y) turn out to be a bit smaller than the corresponding those of F exp B→D (y), using the DA models II and III as inputs; however, both of them are in accordance with each other within the error. The situation with model I DA is about the same. The central value of the form factor at the largest recoil is F exp B→D (1.59) = 0.58 versus F LC B→D (1.59) = 0.40 − 0.50, depending on the DA models. We note that the behavior of F LC B→D (y) is essentially unchanged when the three different DA's are used. From the present calculations, therefore it is too early to draw a conclusion which DA model is more suitable to reflect the characteristics of QCD dynamics inside the D meson. When a comparison is made between the pQCD and LCSR predictions, the consistent results can also be observed at the larger recoil. Of course, the two approaches describe the different dynamics in B → D transitions. Whereas the use of LCSR approach is to assume that the soft exchanges dominate in the weak decay in question, applying pQCD method to do calculation corresponds to the viewpoint that the hard exchanges do.
In fact, the kinematical region we give, which makes LCSR results valid, is a conservative estimate. It is possible to extrapolate the present LCSR calculation to the small recoil region. If it is true, we find that in the whole kinematically accessible range 1.0 ≤ y ≤ 1.59, the yielding LCSR estimates are compatible with the data. For instance, at zero recoil it follows that F LC B→D (1) = 1.02 (using model III), which is in a good agreement with the evaluation obtained using the heavy quark symmetry: F B→D (1) = 0.98 ± 0.07. Nevertheless, we have to emphasize that a full understanding of the dynamics involved in B → D transition should be obtained by combining the three different approaches -the lattice QCD calculations with the heavy quark symmetry considered, LCSR results and pQCD predictions, which are complementary to each other. The LCSR results with chiral current correlator may act as a bridge connecting those of other approaches.
Summary
We have discussed the form factor for B→D transitions F B→D (y), using the improved QCD LCSR approach where with the chiral current correlator chosen only the leading twist DA of the D-meson is relevant at twist-3 accuracy. The resulting LCSR's for F B→D (y) are available in the velocity transfer region 1.14 < y < 1.59. Calculation is done using three different twist-2 DA models for D meson. It is shown the numerical results are less sensitive to the choice of DA, and are of a central value slight smaller than but within the error in a agreement with those obtained by fitting the data on B → Dlν. In the larger recoil region 1.35 < y < 1.59 where pQCD is applicable, the results presented here are consistent with ones of pQCD. From the practical calculations, we find that the present results might be extrapolated to the smaller recoil region so that the B→D transitions are calculable in the whole kinematically accessible range, using the improved LCSR approach.
Also, we argue that for understanding the form factor for B→Dlν in the whole kinematical range a combined use is necessary of three different methods: the lattice QCD (with the heavy quark symmetry considered), improved LCSR and pQCD approaches, which are adequate to do calculation in different kinematical regions and so could be complementary to each other. The LCSR approach plays a bridge role in doing such calculation.
The present findings can be improved once the QCD radiative correction to the LCSR is taken into account and a more reliable twist-2 DA of D meson becomes available. From the previous discussion in [13] , however, it is expected that the QCD radiative correction can not change the present results too much. Figure 4 : pQCD results for F B→D (y) copied from Ref. [11] . As in Fig.(3) , the solid line represents the central values, the dashed(dash-dotted) lines give the bounds from the linear(quadratic) fits. The circles corresponds to pQCD results using model I for the D-meson DA with C D = 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 from bottom to top.
